A detailed morphological description of word forms in any language is a necessary condition for a successful automatic processing of linguistic data. The paper focuses on a new description of morphological categories, mainly on the subcategorization of parts of speech in Czech within the NovaMorf project. NovaMorf focuses on the description of morphological properties of Czech word forms in a more compact and consistent way and with a higher explicative power than approaches used so far. It also aims at the unification of diverse approaches to morphological annotation of Czech. NovaMorf approach will be reflected in a new morphological dictionary to be exploited for a new automatic morphological analysis (and disambiguation) of corpora of contemporary Czech.
The NovaMorf starting point is [3] . Other suggestions for solving partial problems are based on it ( [5] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] ). NovaMorf is also based on the Prague morphological annotation system ( [1] , [2] ) and Ajka/Majka system developed in Brno ( [4] , [8] , [9] , [12] ) on recent grammars of Czech and corpus data. NovaMorf critically evaluates these systems and creates a new one so that the resulting description is linguistically adequate, economical and consistent (e.g., unlike current systems, it consequently applies the so-called "golden rule of morphology" 1 ). It also takes into account the Universal Dependencies approach, trying to be very close to it. 2 This new annotation system, as a national standard, is to be used for morphological annotation of corpora of contemporary Czech and in various NLP applications (e.g., parsing, spell and grammar checking) dealing with Czech.
We only briefly introduce: (i) the repertoire of suggested morphological categories (Chap. 2), (ii) the repertoire of parts of speech and their subcategorization (Chap. 3).
MORPhOLOGIcAL cATEGORIES
We design the following categories with each category being assigned a set of values. Each morphological interpretation of a word form is assigned just one value for a given category (except for global and inflectional mutations). 
PARTS Of SPEEch

POS category
The part of speech category (POS) is the basic one since each morphological interpretation of a word form is assigned a POS value.
Values of the POS category:
In addition to traditional POS (noun ... particle, cf. 3.2.1ff.), we introduce the following "parts of speech" in a broader sense.
foreign word -code f Foreign word is a string that does not have its own meaning in Czech; typically a word of a foreign language occurring in a Czech sentence, usually within a quotation or saying (we shall overcome; per se) or as part of a proper name (New York City). Typical examples: the, you, du, to. This does not concern loan words which are part of the vocabulary of Czech (image, khaki).
Its lemma = the form itself. Foreign words have no subcategories.
Affix segment -code S
Affix segment is a string that is typically marked with a separator: a hyphen, space, slash. We distinguish:
• numeral prefix segment (C) • postfix segment (p) • other prefix segments (e) (i) Numeral prefix segment: an initial numeral segment of a word standing alone and being added to the full word further on in the text:
• tří až čtyřprocentní 'three to four percent' (prefix segment: tří) (ii) Postfix segment: a final segment of a word that becomes a full word by adding a part of a previous string in front of it. Its lemma = the form itself.
• řekl/a 'he said / she (said)' (postfix segment: a, lemma(a) = a) Unlike a prefix segment, it can be assigned values of some morphological categories being derived from the entire word form they abbreviate (thus a is a postfix segment that is assigned past participle values; this may sound paradoxical, but a relation to the full verb řekl is established).
(iii) Other prefix segments: an initial non-numeral segment of a word standing alone, but forming a full word with a substring of another string further on in the text:
Examples:
• česko-a rusko-německý 'Czech-and Russian-German' (prefix segments: česko, rusko)
Symbol -code Z Linguistically, symbol is not one of the traditional parts of speech, but it is very useful to assign -along the lines of existing annotation systems -each symbol the same code (Z), and to understand the set of symbols as a special word class. The lemma of a symbol is typically a symbol itself, but inverted commas, apostrophes and various kinds of brackets are normalized. Symbols are divided into:
(i) punctuation marks (z) (e.g. comma: ",") (ii) other signs (J) (e.g. % or math symbols)
Unknown word -code x
An unknown word is a string whose POS cannot be recognized, typically a typo or a foreign language word not being classified as a foreign word (see above); it is not contained in the morphological dictionary. Its lemma = its form.
This value is already present in existing annotation systems.
Aggregate
An aggregate is a special word class reserved for describing a word form, consisting of a combination of 2 or 3 word forms -aggregate components that may belong to different classical parts of speech. Therefore, none of them can be assigned to the aggregate, which is described via its components only, each component being assigned its own tag including POS. The lemma of an aggregate is a multiple lemma -an ordered set of component lemmas. 4 For instance:
• připravilas 'you prepared' consists of two verbal components: připravila 'prepared' and the 2 nd pers. sg. enclitic -s (= jsi 'you_are'), with each component being assigned its own tag; the lemma is a multiple one: lemma(připravilas) = {připravit, být} '{prepare, be}' • abyste 'so that you' consists of the conjunction aby 'so_that' and the present tense 2 nd pers. pl. form of the verb být 'be': each component is assigned its respective tag, the multiple lemma(abyste) = {aby, být} '{so_that, be}'
The aggregate is not considered a compound word made up via a usual word formation process; a compound word is assigned a classic POS (adjective černobílý 'black and white') and has other morphological properties as well.
POS categories
The majority of parts of speech is further subcategorized, some of them (pronouns, numerals, adverbs, some nouns and adjectives of the "numeral type") being subcategorized into two categories:
• subcategory SUB (3.2.1) • subcategory, called Deixis (DEI, 3.2.2).
SUB category
The SUB category is relevant to all parts of speech, except for prepositions, interjections, foreign words, aggregates, and unknown words. For each relevant POS, we specify what SUB category values are distinguished and how they are encoded. The corresponding one-letter code is usually the same as the second code in the Prague system ([1], [2] ), which is also called Subcategory. In NovaMorf, however, this category is interpreted quite differently. Subcategory in the current Prague system is a mixture of values describing various characteristics of word forms. Some values relate to individual forms, other ones to whole paradigms. On the contrary, the SUB category in NovaMorf is strictly global, i.e. it is always relevant to the whole paradigm of a given word form. The same applies to the second subcategory: Deixis (3.2.2).
The SUB category values are different for different parts of speech since they describe different properties. However, some properties (some SUB and DEI category values) are shared by more parts of speech, hence they are assigned the same value (code). Unshared features are encoded with different, unambiguous codes. Below is an overview of the shared values of the SUB category.
• Other (code 0 -zero). It concerns nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs and indicates that a word form does not have any of the other properties distinguished in the category, thus it is not necessary to express this property by different codes depending on POS. • Possessive (code U) is shared by adjectives and pronouns.
• Deverbal (code V) is shared by nouns, adjectives and adverbs. It specifies that a given word is derived from a verb (code V is proposed being also the code for Verb as POS). The value is assigned to a specific group of words, rather than to all words derived from verbs. • Numeral (code C) is relevant to nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and numeral prefix segments. It specifies that a given word contains an element common to numerals, i.e. expressing a number, or possibly the word is used instead of a numeral (e.g. tisícovka návštěvníků 'a thousand visitors'). Thus, the code C is proposed being also the code for Numeral as POS. In some grammars, such words are referred to as belonging to specific subcategories of numerals. The V value is assigned to deverbal nouns ending with the -ní / -tí suffix. These nouns have specific (morpho)syntactic properties and can behave differently than other nouns in a sentence: unlike the other nouns they can have a reflexive particle associated with them (štítění se práce 'loathing work') or they can be modified by adverbs regularly derived from adjectives (zpívání falešně 'singing out of the tune').
We do not distinguish between deverbal nouns and lexicalized deverbal nouns that do not express a verbal action: vázání ječmene 'tying barley' vs. lyžařské vázání 'ski bindings'. In the morphological dictionary, they will constitute a single entry: vázání, with SUB=V.
The nouns irregularly derived from verbs are not considered deverbal: e.g. utrpení 'suffering' (other is utrpění 'suffering'), uvědomění 'awareness'… Nor the compound words such as krupobití 'hailstorm' are considered deverbal, although their second component is an action noun (= bití 'beating'), since corresponding compound verbs usually do not exist (*krupobít 'to hailstorm').
Adjective subcategorization
For adjectives, we distinguish the following SUB category values:
• A nominal (short) adjectival form is not a SUB category value since SUB is a global category, specifying the whole paradigm of some lemma. The short form is assigned the same lemma as the long one, e.g. lemma(stár) = starý 'old'.
Pronoun subcategorization
For pronouns, two subcategories are distinguished: SUB and Deixis (DEI). The usual subcategorization of pronouns does not reflect the dual classification view: e.g., něčí 'someone's' is both possessive and indefinite. The second property is the value of the DEI category. The double subcategorization of pronouns was first used in the Ajka system in Brno (cf. [4] , [8] , [9] ).
Since DEI is a category that is common to several parts, we discuss it as a special category (cf. 3.2.2).
The following SUB values are distinguished for pronouns: 
Numeral subcategorization
Also for numerals, we distinguish two subcategories: SUB and DEI. The following SUB values are distinguished: 5 Compared to previous systems, we consider the forms of the passive participle to be short adjectives derived from verbs, rather than verbal forms. A passive participle is assigned a (nondisambiguated) multiple lemma whose components are (i) the long form of the corresponding adjective and (ii) the infinitive of the underlying verb. In corpora, a user can search for passive participles via both the adjectival or verbal component; the verbal component can be used, i. a., for solving diathesis problems in deep syntax (the connection between active forms of a verb and its passive participle forms is not lost, since they are represented by the verbal component). 
Verb subcategorization
For verbs, only the following SUB values are distinguished:
• Auxiliary (b): only být 'be', bývat 'used to be' • Other (0 -zero): navštívit 'visit', koupat 'bathe'...
The verbs být and bývat are considered auxiliary in case they participate in past tense constructions, pluperfect, present and past conditional mood constructions and future of imperfective verbs; and also conditional forms by 'would'... The forms of the verb být a bývat used (a) to coform periphrastic passive constructions: Jsem/Bývám často překvapen. 'I am / I am (usually) often surprised.', (b) as autosemantic words to express existence: Bůh je. 'God is.', and (c) as a copula: Dělník je doma / v lese / k dispozici / překvapený. 'The worker is at home / in the forest / available / surprised.' are not considered auxiliary for annotation purposes, i.e. they are assigned the SUB=0 value.
Adverb subcategorization
For adverbs, we distinguish the following values for SUB:
• Pronominal (P), i.e. ○ local: kudy 'where', tudy 'this way', odkud 'from where', nikam 'nowhere'... ○ temporal: kdy 'when', kdykoli 'whenever', nikdy 'never', pokaždé 'each time'... ○ modal: jak 'how', všelijak 'in various ways, anyhow', nijak 'in no way'.. For adverbs, we also specify the Deixis category (DEI, cf. 3.2.2).
Conjunction subcategorization
For conjunctions, the following values for SUB are distinguished:
• Coordinate (^ -circumflex): a 'and', ale 'but'... • Subordinate (, -comma): protože 'because'... • Mathematical operations (* -asterisk): krát 'times'...
Note.
We interpret the word forms abych 'so_that_I', abys 'so_that_you'..., kdybych 'if_I', kdybys 'if_you'... as aggregates (cf. 3.1).
Particle subcategorization
For particles, the following SUB values are distinguished:
• 
DEI (deixis) category
In the DEI category, as the second POS subcategory, we distinguish the following values: 
cONcLUSION
We have presented the repertoire of categories and parts of speech and their subcategorization proposed in the NovaMorf project, which focuses on the innovation of the morphological description of Czech. We have shown two POS subcategorizations, SUB and DEI, exemplifying appropriate combinations of their values for pronouns, numerals and adverbs. Only marginally, we have dealt with a complex issue of lemmatization. We consider the outlined concept of the annotation system more systematic and consistent than existing Prague and Brno annotation systems; moreover, our system does not contain less information than they do. The proposed description of POS subcategorizations, together with a detailed description (not presented here) of all morphological categories, will be reflected in a new morphological dictionary, which will be used, i. a., for annotating new corpora of Czech (and possibly also for reannotating existing ones).
